• On April 12, 2016, the committee approved the Commissioning Agent contract for Horizon Engineering Associates (HEA).

• The committee is discussing possible fund raising initiatives for the track, Dunaway Field and the auditorium.

• On April 12, 2016 a director from Field Turf spoke to the committee about the various options available including their safety ratings and maintenance schedules. The committee is also working with a representative from Cape and Island Tennis and track to assess the track and come up with a cost effective replacement plan. The committee is hopeful that the turf installation and track replacement can be done at the same time, for efficiency and cost savings.

• The DHS-CTC Building Project Team was not invited to participate in the “Develop” phase of the XQ project. Although disappointed, the committee felt the process was a good exercise and resulted in the creation of materials that can be utilized for other fundraising, as well as historical documentation.